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W170/170TC

www.newholland.com

w170 w170tc

Net flywheel power 145 kW - 197 hp

MAX Operating weight 14 620 kg 14 700 kg

Bucket capacity 2.4 - 2.7 m3 2.4 - 2.5 m3
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W170/170TC

Working in absolute comfort means eliminating fatigue, noise and
dust and putting operators in the ideal conditions to express all their talent.
It means a compressed air suspension Full Adjustment operator seat with

backrest adjustable to any need. It means a lightweight and sensitive
joystick or two-lever servo controls within easy reach. It means a height

and tilt adjustable steering column for the best operating posture for each
operator in relation to the seat and foot pedals. It means a perfectly sound
proofed cab with attention to all details, from top class internal finishings
to wraparound ventilation, and from automatic All Climate heat adjustment

to the radio set.

COMFORT

Working in safety means easy access to the operator compartment
and hooking up your safety belt under the protection of a ROPS-

FOPS structure solidly integrated into the cab’s classical design. It
means dominating the entire jobsite with all-round visibility and

complete control of all machine functions. It means absolute dynamic
stability, guaranteed by perfect weight distribution on the axles and
the Load Travel Stabiliser LTS system that increases productivity by
eliminating counter shocks and guaranteeing top dynamic stability.
It means energy accumulation braking and fully reliable emergency

steering. It means road travel certification.

SAFETY

 ROPS-FOPS cab

Safety belt

All-round visibility

Evolution
in comfort

and safety
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 “High Space” cab

First class internal finishing

Tiltable steering column

 Ultra-light servo controls

All-climate heat adjustment

Radio

 Emergency braking

LTS Load Travel Stabilizser

Road certification
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W170/170TC
Evolution in accessibility
and service

The New Holland W170 wheel loader
is always ready to operate full
time thanks to its extraordinary
ground level accessibility.
The side panels, perfectly
integrated into the rear
mudguard wraparound profile,
are provided with compressed
air cylinders that open and close
the covers with a seagull wing movement and
lock in a safety position. They give immediate
access to the injection pump, the alternator and
the vertically positioned engine filter elements,
grouped together for immediate replacement
without cartridge loss. Fluid discharges, grouped
together on the left rear side in a readily accessible
position, are of the ecological type to enable
easy and totally safe engine oil, coolant and
hydraulic oil replacement.

 Easily accessed, ecological type,
fluid drains

 Side panel opening enables easy access to main engine components
and facilitates filter replacement
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HYDRAULICS

The "Load Sensing" hydraulic system is supplied by two variable-displacement axial piston pumps installed in
series (206 l/min total).
One of the pumps supplies the steering circuit (120 l/min) by means of a demand valve.
The Load Sensing control and the demand valve provide outstanding energy efficiency in spite of high performance in
terms of force and speed.
The system's prestige is enhanced by a closed-centre Rexroth piloted control valve allowing simultaneous load and
engine speed-independent movements (an exceptional feature of the best hydraulic excavators).
What's more, the control valve is complete with third spool to supply extra functions as standard.
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CNH F4HE0684J Engine
The engine has two power levels set at 134kW (loading) and 145kW (travelling) at the rated speed of 2000 rpm.
The reciprocal electronic control of the engine and transmission allows the machine to regulate both the transmission
torque and the engine speed. Depending on the specific programming for top performance, the ECU automatically
regulates fuel mixture injection on the basis of the preset power levels, in response to the torque converter output.
This programming enables the W170 to deliver peak power only when necessary, with a lower power level for normal
use (auto – Power Boost).
The strong points:

 “Common Rail”  4 valves per cylinder  oil vapour recycling  aftercooler  integral water pump
 integral engine oil cooler  state-of-the-art piston rings for greater durability and lower oil consumption
 integral diagnostics reducing maintenance times and costs.

Auto-Power Boost
Auto-Power Boost is a new feature for New Holland wheel loaders designed to maximise the loader performance, at
the same time saving fuel.

Evolving performance

The new engine cuts noise levels and exhaust emissions for greater environment-friendliness and needs less
maintenance and fewer repairs, meaning lower maintenance costs. The integral self-diagnostics reduce maintenance
times and costs, meaning greater convenience and safety for the operator.

hp

hp standard
hp boosted

rpm
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AIR FLOW

AIR FLOW

AIR FLOW

FRONT OF MACHINE

AIR FLOW
TOWARDS ENGINE

Radiator

Air-Air
A.C.

condenser

Transmission oil

Hydraulic oil

CENTRALLY MOUNTED COOLING MODULE

The exclusive radiator module is in the centre of the machine, arranged around the sides of a cube.
The coolant radiator is on the left-hand side, the hydraulic system and transmission oil radiators are on the opposite
side, and the air conditioning condenser and intercooler radiator on the top.
The condenser is hinged for access to the hydraulic oil tank, in the centre of the cube so that it is also fan-cooled.
A hydrostatic fan with 8 plastic blades draws in air from the outside through the radiators and expels it into the engine
compartment, where it provides cooling.
A special button in the cab reverses the fan rotation direction for "automatic" radiator cleaning.
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W170/170TCSpecifications

Net “Dual Power” flywheel rate power at .............................2000 rpm
  (ISO 14396) travelling ................................................145 kW/197 hp
  (ISO 14396) loading...................................................134 kW/182 hp
The engine retains rated power up to 2500 m above sea level
Make and model.......................................................CNH F4HE0684J
Type..........................................Diesel, turbo, aftercooler, common rail
Total displacement ........................................................................6.8 l
N° of cylinders ...................................................................................6
Bore x stroke ................................................................104 x 132 mm
Rated engine speed .............................................................2000 rpm
Maximum torque at 1300 rpm............................................76.7 daNm
Maximum torque at 1400 rpm............................................81.2 daNm
Lubrication with gear pump
Engine complies with standard 97/68/EC STAGE 2.

Voltage .........................................................................................24 V
Batteries, in series .............................................................................2
  - Capacity ..............................................................................155 Ah
  - Type .....................................................................maintenance-free
Starter motor...............................................................................4 kW
Alternator capacity .......................................................................70 A

Electronic on-board, processor. Brown Box enables the operator to
work totally relaxed and in absolute safety. It ensures check-up of all
functional parameters, which are then shown on a digital display.
Furthermore, it coordinates transmission automatic self-diagnosis and
self-protection functions.

Type ...........................................................single stage / single phase
Torque multiplication ratio ........................................................2.81 : 1

Type: PowerShift countershaft design with four forward and three reverse
speeds
Control: single lever electric “fingertip” type.
Forward speeds...........................................................................km/h

1°...............................................................................................7.6
2°.............................................................................................13.4

    3° .............................................................................................24.6
4°.............................................................................................38.0

Reverse speeds
1°...............................................................................................8.0
2°.............................................................................................14.0
3°.............................................................................................25.8

with 20.5-25 tyres

Safety device prevents engine starting in gear
Electronic Transmission System (ETS): allows the operator to
dedicate attention to the work cycle.
The on-board computer automatically finds the right gear in relation to
the type of work.
“HOLD” function to maintain selected speed with the machine operating
on a slope.
“KICK-DOWN” function to shift from 2nd to 1st gear when high
pushability is required.
“DOWNSHIFT” function to select the most suitable speed with the
machine on a slope. Low gears favour the use of the engine brake
function and consequently reduce brake use.
Forward and reverse control switch.

Rigid front axle, oscillating rear axle designed for heavy duty
applications
Rear axle oscillation........................................................................24°
Rear wheel vertical travel ........................................................426 mm
“Limited slip” differentials supplied standard.
Hermetically sealed final drives and wet disc brakes
Oil change interval ....................................................................2000 h

Service brakes..............................................................self-adjusting
Type...........................................................................wet disc brakes

on all four wheels
Servo-assisted hydraulic brake circuit.
Independent circuit for each axle.
Control pedal located to left of steering column.
Electrical transmission disengagement switch.
The brake circuit complies with the following international standards:
ISO 3450, CEE 71/320, SAE J1473
Parking brake: spring actuated caliper disc brake, electrically
released by a switch in the cab.
Electrical control by means of switch in cab.

Type .......................................................................................tubeless
Radial ...........................................................................20.5-25 RT-3B

20.5-25 XHA
20.5-25 XTLA

20.5-25 GP-2B
20.5-25 XLD

20.5-25 XLD-D2
600/65-25 XLD

Type................................................load sensing circuit, closed centre
Pumps ....................................2 - variable displacement -axial pistons
feeding the integrated implement and steer ing system
Max. flow delivery..................................................................206 l/min
Max. working pressure ............................................................250 bar
Control valve ............................................................................2 spool

3 spool

ENGINE “EMISSIONED”

ELECTRICAL SYSTEM

TORQUE CONVERTER

TRANSMISSION

AXLES

HYDRAULIC SYSTEM

TYRES

BRAKES

ELECTRONIC SYSTEM
BROWN BOX
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CAPACITIES

STEERING

Control ......................................................................piloted dual lever
piloted, single lever

Double-acting hydraulic cylinders
   Booms ...........................................................................................2
   Bore x stroke .............................................................121 x 828 mm
   Bucket............................................................................................1
   Bore x stroke .............................................................146 x 630 mm
Operating time
   Lift ............................................................................................5.6 s
   Lower empty.............................................................................3.3 s
   Dump .......................................................................................2.4 s
Hydraulic lines and connecting flanges are equipped with O-ring seals.
L.T.S. device
Load Travel Stabiliser. Invaluable for loading and transport on uneven
terrain.

Type.........................Orbitrol, hydraulically actuated with priority valve
Pump.................................utilises one of the hydraulic system pumps
Max. flow rate .......................................................................120 l/min
Max. working pressure ............................................................248 bar
Cylinders ....................................................................2, double acting
Bore x stroke ..................................................................76 x 485 mm
Emergency steering circuit with electric engine activated by Brown Box.

ROPS/FOPS modular cab.
Excellent, all-round, visibility thanks to 4.6 m2 glass area.
The ROPS/FOPS cab complies with the following standards:
ROPS - ISO3471/SAE 1040
FOPS - ISO 3449/SAE J 231

Litres
Lube oil ...........................................................................................15
Coolant ...........................................................................................40
Fuel tank .......................................................................................253
TRANSMISSION
Transmission converter oil................................................................40
Hydraulic system ...........................................................................193
AXLES........................................................................................30/27

Bucket selection

MATERIAL  DENSITY (kg/m3)
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BUCKET FILL FACTOR
2.7

2.8

2.6

2.5

CAB
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1915

2475

40°

1480

3255

365
1045

3375

80

432

47°

45°

3980

5520

*

*

*

*

DIMENSIONS mm

PerformanceS

 WITH TEETH
AND SEGMENTS

GENERAL PURPOSE

Bucket capacity m3

Bucket weight kg

Bucket width mm

Dump height at 45° mm

Reach at 45° mm

Overall length (bucket on ground) mm

Turning radius
(bucket at carry position)

m

Breakout force daN

Static tipping load (with standard cwt):
   0°

kg

   40° kg

Max operating weight kg

Static tipping load (with heavy counterweight):
   0°

kg

   40° kg

Max operating weight kg

WITH CUTTING
EDGE EXTENSION

WITH TEETHBUCKET TYPE

Note: All performance data and specifications based on a unit with 20.5-25 XTLA Radial tyres and ROPS cab.
All data is obtained in compliance with the latest applicable SAE Recommended Practices including J732c, J742b and ISO 6746/1, ISO 6746/2 and ISO 8313.

2.6 2.8 2.6 2.8 2.5 2.7 2.4 2.5

1265 1285 1170 1190 1150 1170 1620 1655

2535 2760 2500 2725 2535 2760 2475 2475

2855 2860 2930 2930 2855 2860 2745 2820

1215 1215 1125 1125 1215 1215 1360 1275

7760 7760 7645 7645 7760 7760 7940 7825

6.2 6.3 6.2 6.3 6.2 6.3 6.3 6.3

12915 12910 14300 14260 13025 13015 11300 12205

11675 11600 11815 11740 11840 11765 11350 11300

10195 10115 10330 10260 10360 10280 9875 9825

13730 13810 13635 13700 13615 13685 14085 14120

12905 12830 13045 12970 13070 12995 12570 12520

11235 11155 11370 11300 11400 11320 10910 10860

14230 14310 14135 14200 14115 14185 14585 14620

WITH Q.C.**
TEETH CUTTING EDGE

* At bucket cutting edge
** With Quick Coupler
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1220

735

3960

1750

8230

4260

5680

8350

7095

13760
365

85

945

3880

1830

1750

1115

8230
3255

1480

3375

1045

59°

45°

59°

150

390
365

5670

4160

*

**

3255

*

1480

1045

3375

600

PerformanceS
GENERAL PURPOSE

Bucket capacity m3

Bucket weight (including Quick Coupler) kg

Bucket width mm

Dump height at 45° mm

Reach at 45° mm

Overall length (bucket on ground) mm

Turning radius (bucket at carry position) m

Breakout force daN

Static tipping load:

   0° kg

   40° kg

Max operating weight kg

Note: All performance data and specifications based on a unit with 20.5-25 XTLA Radial tyres and ROPS cab.
All data is obtained in compliance with the latest applicable SAE Recommended Practices including J732c, J742b and ISO 6746/1, ISO 6746/2 and ISO 8313.

2.4 2.4 2.5 2.5

1475 1590 1630 1673

2475 2535 2495 2535

2840 2690 2770 2690

1225 1360 1270 1360

8050 8260 8120 8235

6.2 6.3 6.2 6.3

12850 11195 12020 12100

10680 10515 10480 10435

9400 9335 9270 9250

14540 14660 14695 14700

with BUCKET - DIMENSIONS mm

WITHOUT
TEETH

WITH
CUTTING EDGE

WITH TEETH
AND SEGMENTS

WITH
TEETH

with PALLET FORK - DIMENSIONS mm PerformanceS

Fork length mm

Fork weight (including Quick Coupler) kg

Ground to top of tine clearence mm

Reach with arms horizontal mm

Overall length (tines on ground) mm

Operating load

 - rough terrain kg

 - firm and level ground kg

Static tipping load
(level arms, level fork, 600 mm load center):

0° kg

40° kg

Operating weight kg

With Quick Coupler

BUCKET TYPE

* At bucket cutting edge

PALLET FORK
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The New Holland dealer network is, in itself, the
best guarantee of continued productivity for the machines
it delivers to its customers. New Holland service technicians
are fully equipped to resolve all maintenance and repair
issues, with each and every service point providing the high
standards they are obliged to observe under New Holland's
stringent quality guidelines.
The New Holland global parts network ensures fast, reliable,
replacement parts for less downtime, increased productivity
and, of course, profitable operation for its customers.

PARTS & SERVICE

The information contained in this brochure is intended to be a general nature only. The NEW HOLLAND KOBELCO CONSTRUCTION
MACHINERY S.p.A. company may at any time and from time to time, for technical or other necessary reasons, modify any of the
details or specifications of the product described in this brochure. Illustrations do not necessarily show products in standard conditions.
The dimensions, weights and capacities shown herein, as well as any conversion data used, are approximate only and are subject
to variations within normal manufacturing techniques.

Published by NEW HOLLAND KOBELCO CONSTRUCTION MACHINERY S.p.A. - www.newholland.com
Printed in Italy - LEADER Firenze - Cod.  73301 335GB - Printed 04/06

AT YOUR OWN DEALERSHIP


